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Abstract
Virtual Cinematography: Beyond Big Studio Production
Girish Balakrishnan
Advisor: Paul Diefenbach, Ph.D., Jeremy Fernsler, and David Schwartz
In the current production environment, the ability to previsualize shots utilizing a virtual
camera system requires expensive hardware and large motion capture spaces only available
to large studio environments. By leveraging consumer-level technologies such as tablets
and motion gaming controllers as well as merging the cinematic techniques of film with
the real-time benefits of game engines, it is possible to develop a hybrid interface that
would lower the barrier of entry for virtual production. Utilizing affordable hardware, an
intuitive user interface, and an intelligent camera system, the SmartVCS is a new virtual
cinematography platform that provides professional directors as well as a new market of
amateur filmmakers the ability to previsualize their films or game cinematics with familiar
and accessible technology. This system has potential applications to other areas including
game level design, real-time compositing & post-production, and architectural visualiza-
tion. In addition, this system has the ability to expand as a human-computer interface for
video games, robotics, and medicine as a functional hybrid freespace input device.

11. Introduction
Traditional film and game production presents a linear approach to development, mov-
ing from initial conceptualization to producing to post-editing. The notion of virtual pro-
duction introduces an idea in which the convergence of advanced technologies allows di-
rectors to iterate on the production and performance of their film or game with ease. While
the pipeline for virtualizing the entire production process will require a paradigm shift in
the way current media is developed, there are opportunities for core pieces of the pipeline
to be improved upon, notably the concept of virtual cinematography. This process allows
for the virtual “filming” of computer-generated performers within a 3D environment using
cinematographic techniques that have already been well established in language of film.
George Lucas, one of the proponents for this new production, wished for “a tool sim-
ple enough that directors could sit on their sofa watching CSI and mark up shots for the
next day.” [15] There exists a gap in the market for virtual cinematography outside of the
studio environment. With the advent of advanced motion controllers and tablet interfaces,
this project seeks technological convergence by offering “off the shelf” hardware and soft-
ware solutions that will provide small independent film producers and game developers the
means to utilize visualization techniques which, up until recently, have been beyond the
constraints of their budget. Effective use of visualization techniques can drastically reduce
production costs, which will then lead to a more finely tuned final production output.
Both film and game industries offer unique methods of storytelling. Jenkins proposes
an idea of technological convergence as a phenomenon that occurs when multiple disci-
plines collaborate to develop a new product [13]. However, as similar as the production
processes may be, there still exists a conceptual and perceptual gap between storytelling in
film and storytelling in games. The film industry is beginning to adopt game technologies
within their production pipeline in order to visualize shots in real-time, but often struggle to
2work within the limitations of the game engine. Seth Kendell, Cinematics Lead at Carbine
Studios, expressed concerns that cinematics in todays games are used to fill in context that
cannot be explicitly shown in gameplay. Modern games attempt to offer cinematic experi-
ences, but often find it difficult to replicate cinematic qualities for their audience. As these
two industries begin to find overlap, a new visual language will develop as a hybrid of both
game and cinema [10]. By leveraging overlapping technologies from both industries, new
toolsets will be developed to enhance the way artists conceptualize their work.
Through the innovation of motion capture technology, which can be seen in studio pro-
ductions such as James Camerons Avatar and 343 Studios Halo 4, filmmakers and game
designers are actively seeking to develop virtual production technologies that simulate, in
a virtual environment, the benefits of being on a live action set. “Through the virtual pro-
duction process, we are able to optimize the entire film (or game), to make it more creative,
and to insure that more of the budget ends up on screen,” [2] says Chris Edwards, CEO of
pre-visualization studio The Third Floor. With the technology of virtual camera rig, cine-
matographers of both media are now given back the compositional control of maneuvering
and manipulating a virtual camera within a 3D world.
In recent years, the entertainment industry has challenged companies to develop new
user interfaces that attempt to close the gaps between the user and the virtual world. Sonys
Playstation Move controller, coupled with the Playstation Eye camera, allows a users exact
spatial location to be tracked in 3D space. Additionally, with the latest generation of iPad
hardware, Apple has offered a fluid gesture-based interface that encourages a natural user
interaction design through touch. The combination of both of these technologies will facil-
itate the development of a unique virtual camera system that can allow directors to control
the composition, staging, and timing of their shots by interacting with their virtual world in
real time.
This is where the SmartVCS (Smart Virtual Cinematography Solution), a new intel-
3ligent, collaborative, freespace capture platform differentiates itself from traditional sys-
tems. By utilizing consumer hardware and easily accessible software, amateur filmmakers
and game designers have the opportunity to replicate the production conditions of profes-
sionals in the comfort of their own living rooms. Developing a platform that embraces the
language of cinema in an easy-to-use, intelligent interface presents the “prosumer” audi-
ence with an opportunity to take expedite production pipelines. Directors, both novice and
professional, will no longer require expensive hardware and large motion capture volumes
to accurately achieve their vision on every single shot.
42. Background
2.1 Navigating Virtual Environments
From the late 1960s, there spawned an idea where one can navigate and interact with a
virtual environment while immersed within a real environment. This notion of creating the
perceptual and spatial illusion of a 3D world grew into the concept known as Virtual Re-
ality. While this field is still heavily in development, through the years several researchers
played a role in developing key components that contribute to virtual reality including
head-mounted displays, tracking systems, and space navigation devices.
Figure 2.1: Ivan Sutherland’s ”The Ultimate
Display”
Morton Heilig proposed the idea of an im-
mersive theater, one where the viewer would be
able to see three-dimensional projections, hear
stereographic sound, and feel the sensation of
motion. [8] In order to develop such a theater,
there existed a need for a head-mounted display,
first developed by Comeau and Bryan, who uti-
lized magnetic tracking to determine the direc-
tion of the head. MITs Ivan Sutherland fur-
thered this system by developing The Ultimate Display, which utilized a mechanical track-
ing system in which the 3D camera in a virtual worked moved in tandem to the users head
via a machine-driven arm. While rudimentary, these systems pioneered the concept of vi-
sualizing a virtual world from a user-perspective, whether it was for medical, military, or
other visualization application.
In addition to head-mounted displays, there existed a need for more precise tracking
and object manipulation in the 3D space. The early 1980s saw a rise in instrumented
5gloves utilizing optical fiber cables and 3-space sensors to accurately track joint rotations
in a virtual environment. This technique of virtual finger tracking, from systems such as
the Sayre glove to the Commodore 64s Z-Glove to the Dataglove, became an efficient
technique for multidimensional control. [8]
Figure 2.2: Glove-Based Input and Fakespace’s Virtual Environment Workstation with BOOM arm
Combining the two technologies, a UNC research group created the first wearable
virtual-world workstation. Researchers were able to develop a heads-mounted display that
coupled with an ARM gripper to manipulate, rotate, and examine molecular structures. The
gripper not only tracked the spatial position of the hands in the virtual world but also pro-
vided haptic feedback so that the researcher could “feel” the forces of the object as it was
operated with. In order to further this sort of camera manipulation system, Fakespace, in
1988, built a telepresence camera system utilizing a BOOM (Binocular Omni-Orientation
Monitor). The system utilizes a monitor fixed onto a mechanical arm to track the perspec-
tive change in the virtual cameras view. With Fakespaces technology, researchers were
now able to observe virtually created environments with full 360-degree freedom. CAVE
Projections, a technology which grew from this notion of freespace motion, developed in
6UICs Electronic Visualization Lab, allowed the user to be surrounded by displays in order
to achieve a heightened sense of immersion in the virtual world. Utilizing multiple pro-
jector setups and often coupled with hand and head-tracking systems, CAVE provides the
illusion of being completely engrossed in the virtual world experience, enabling multiple
people to exist within the same virtual environment and assume a sense virtual reality. [8]
2.2 Virtual Production in Cinema
Advances in digital technology, allow filmmakers and game designers the freedom to
develop new interfaces for producing and interacting with creative content. The process
of developing creative content has largely evolved over time, especially due to the conver-
gence of game technologies, and thus has created a bourgeoning new field called virtual
production.
Production for films are broken into three core sections, previsualization, production,
and post-production. Previsualization is the process in which storyboards of a film are
rendered with 3D imagery and audio. The process provides a sandbox for the director to
experiment within a “low-cost” virtual environment. It serves as the blueprint for the film
and gives the director a sense of how certain shots will affect the narrative. [11, 14] The
goal of previz is to establish all the creative decisions of the director, establishing all the
shots and leaving little to chance for the production and post-production phases.
Figure 2.3: Film Production Pipeline
7The techniques for previsualization in film developed along side its medium. The
cinematic vocabulary developed over an extended period of time as filmmakers experi-
mented with different lenses, camera moves, and compositions to best deliver their mes-
sage through a series of shots. “As the language of cinema developed, certain rules of
composition have become standardized in the way they are applied to certain shots.” [17]
While concepts like the rule of thirds, depth cues, and 180-degree rule have become stan-
dard compositional practices over time, these rules of cinematic composition are not law
and are subject to being broken and modified to best deliver the shot. In order to develop
well thought out shots, rich with compositions that reflect meaning to the story, filmmakers
required a technique to “find the frame” and visually map out their story before shooting
called storyboarding.
Figure 2.4: Schematic Storyboard Annotations
In its origins, film ideas were trans-
lated into storyboard form in order
to best put the directors vision down
on paper. In order to communicate
with other members of the film crew
about moving compositions, directors
required a special type of diagram,
the schematic storyboard, which accu-
rately annotates the film language onto a drawn frame. Storyboards are typically used to
lay out key moments that take place within a particular shot and embody the following
qualities: “extrema of motion; “representative” poses of a subject, which are in some sense
similar to a large range of the observed poses; clarity of expression or pose; and dynamic
balance, suggesting the motion in progress.” [8] Within each storyboard, the use of motion
arrows & zoom lines, for example, are utilized to best communicate the progression of the
camera and/or actors in the frame. In addition, camera diagrams are often utilized to plan
8the logistics of each camera shot. Using simple shapes and lines, the diagram allows direc-
tors to know the physical limitations of the set and helps lay out the movement of the actors
and cameras before they shoot.
Figure 2.5: Camera Diagram Example
Filmmaker Alfred Hitchcock was
famous for being able to storyboard so
efficiently and to extreme detail that
he often “considered the work of ac-
tual shooting to be pure drudgery.” [4]
Disney was the first to take these story-
boards and string them together into an
animatic called a “Leica Reel”, com-
plete with recordings of the voice actors from the movie. This allowed the directors to
view crude renditions of the movie in order to get a better sense of the final films look and
sound.
In the 1980s, Francis Coppola developed the notion of “Electronic Cinema” with the
very first live-action film that utilized elaborate storyboards and recorded scripts to com-
pose his vision. Film production has been constantly evolving with the introduction of the
non-linear editing system in the late 1980s. From this process, the non-linear editor was
invented and editors were given more freedom with how they interacted with their film
content. This digital edit became the very first virtual representation of a film. [2]
Previz through the 90s grew as more of technical process for visual effects and began
to take its own form, separate from storyboarding. During this time, game companies
began using the advanced graphical technologies to tell rich visual stories through games.
Hackers began experimenting with different game engines through mods, or modifications
of the main game, in order to tell their own stories. This movement led to the growth
of “Machinima” productions, which are user-generated narratives that are recorded and
9distributed by the player using in-game graphics and gameplay. [4, 18] Will Pope uses
Bolter and Grusins notion of remediation to describe video games as a platform which
emulates the techniques of cinema. Machinima is the first defined crossover between games
and film industries. [12]
Figure 2.6: Star Wars Episode III Previsualization
Futurists began to predict that one
day all rendering for film would be
real-time and within a virtual world.
[4] As the concepts of visualiza-
tion improved, filmmakers looked into
developing innovative approaches to
achieving their visions utilizing both
media. George Lucas asserts the latest
advancements of the early 21st century
in real-time digital technologies moved aside all barriers of imagination presented by ana-
log visual effects. In developing the Star Wars film prequels, Lucas was the first to develop
the “modern previsualization process” [11]:
1. Previsualization is created for the director
2. Develop fully edited sequences with narratives of every shot
3. Work with the art department to build digital sets built to scale
4. Utilize textured and modeled characters and sets with basic visual-effects
His goal was to create an iterative system to experiment non-destructively with shots
without the stress of making the directorial decisions on a live set. As film budgets grew
ever larger, Lucas looked to use previsualization as a tool to save his studio money by effec-
tively building the movie before shooting the movie. By front-loading the art department
to work in conjunction with the newly formed previsualization department, collaboration
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is encouraged in developing assets that work for each shot. From the previz, he was able
to output information such as lens choice, angle, and camera path to the live shoot, which
thus became a precise process. These templates would then be sent to Industrial Light and
Magic, Lucass post-production studio, to handle the final visual effects for the piece. [22]
With this process, there is little left to chance in deviating from the directors vision without
his/her knowing essentially following a WYSIWYG philosophy.
Figure 2.7: Simul-Cam on the set of Avatar
From this, filmmaker James Cameron
felt that the previz process was lacking
one final component in order to truly
bring the director into the virtual world.
Through his development on the film
Avatar, he developed the technology of
the Virtual Camera Rig called the Simul-
Cam [7]. This physical rig was fashioned
with an LCD screen with accelerometer, compass, and gyroscope technology to essentially
become the “mouse” which controls the CG camera in the virtual world. Everything about
the CG camera can be mimicked on the rig such as lens type, field of view, depth of field,
etc. as well as camera move techniques such as zooming and dollying. Using a motion
capture studio, the position of the rig in real-world space drives the CG camera position
and can be recorded in the capture application.
This technology coupled with Lucas’s previz process opened up a new field of complete
Virtual Cinematography and Production. Everything from the actors to the environment
could be represented in 3D and seen through a virtual viewfinder controlled by the director.
[9] The benefits of virtual cinematography lie in its ability to transport the virtual camera
around the scene without physical constraints. With this new production methodology,
filmmakers now have direct access and hands-on creative input into the movie making
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experience.
Rob Powers, head of the first Virtual Art Department for Avatar states, “Virtual produc-
tion can liberate filmmakers from the often stifling visual effects and animation process by
allowing them to experience the production in much the similar way they do while shooting
live action. They are immersed in the world of the film and the entire production benefits
immensely from the kind of immediate creative discovery and problem solving.” [2] Even
at the FMX 2012 & SIGGRAPH 2012 Conference, virtual production has become a focus
within the film and gaming industry worldwide, such as Giant Studios, Digital Domain,
and Electronic Arts, for discussion on how it has the potential to change the future of these
industries. Douglas Trumball believes that this new era of production, which he coins as
“Hyper Cinema” opens up the ability to tell stories the way they were intended to be told
due to the ability to “debug the whole movie and iterate change long before building real
sets or hiring a real cast.” [1]
In this area of Virtual Space Navigation study, researchers have been studying how to
effectively traverse digital landscapes through a variety of visual cues as well as intuitive
interfaces. At the “Virtual Production Branches Out” talk at SIGGRAPH 2012, Wayne
Stables, Visual Effects Supervisor from Weta Digital, made the bold claim that “the worst
place to use a 3D camera is in a 3D package.” [23] This is because the current set of
standardized control inputs, the mouse and keyboard, are not designed as devices that can
maneuver 3D spaces. In fact, the mouse itself is a peripheral that is, in design, limited to
a two-dimensional flat surface plane for motion. While it is possible with the conjunction
with keyboard hotkeys, there is a push for more natural user interfaces.
Spatial input, as a term, describes a class of interfaces that are designed for free-space
3D interaction, one that is specifically designed for three-dimensional manipulation, such
as the Virtual Camera System. While there exists a perceptual gap between understanding
and experiencing 3D space, devices such as the Microsoft Kinects natural body-tracking via
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a camera sensor and the Oculus Rifts immersive head-mounted & tracked display provide
unique approaches to engage with virtual environments at a consumer level. Studies show
that “it can be awkward and fatiguing to repeatedly switch between spatial input devices
and traditional input devices” independently as well as potentially distracting from the
user experience [15]. Observations conclude, however, that spatial interface tools with
touchscreens seem natural and enable the user to perform direct 2D manipulation tasks
independent of their 3D position. These emerging hybrid 2D & 3D interaction devices
provide a unique, unified, and largely unexplored framework for new methodologies of
user interface design.
2.3 Virtual Production in Games
The advantage of working within a game engine simply lies in its ability to, in real-
time, give feedback on how the game will operate in the final product. While this allows for
iterative game design, there is more to be considered when developing a virtual production
pipeline for game development. Prototyping and iterative design is key within games,
more so than film, because unlike film where virtual worlds are primarily developed to fill
a particular shot/camera, games require full virtual worlds to be developed for the player to
navigate in.
In developing a game level, for example, designers aim to guide the player through
various visual narrative elements through an environment effectively, without holding the
players hand through the experience. Grey boxing, a technique developed by the Metal
Gear team, allows their designers to rapid prototype their level in a 3D package using
nothing more than grey box primitives. This technique allows the designer to rough out
their basic level elements without the need for assets. [21] World builders and set designers
will then take the grey box elements and swap them with textured assets to populate a
particular scene. In developing assets for games, unlike for film, greater optimization in
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terms of models, textures, lights, and effects is required to run at full FPS on the game
engine.
Cinematic Lead Seth Kendell stated, “Content designers make the story. Virtual produc-
tion in game design requires an active pipeline where, for example, the character designers
influence the gameplay as much as the world builders do.” [16] In this case, collaboration
on a greater scale is required across multiple departments. Dominic Ciaciolo of Nether-
realm anecdotes a scenario where the cinematics department has to continuously modify
their camera layouts based on each level design update, which is a live process until the
end of production. [6] Since all simulations and actions occur in real-time in the game en-
gine, without an organized iterative production pipeline, all designers, programmers, and
cinematographers must continuously stay vigilant to all gameplay updates throughout the
production.
Cinematic game development has taken much inspiration from its film counterpart.
Most triple-A games of all genres, from Madden to Halo, utilize motion and performance
capture systems coupled with virtual camera rigs to create more engrossing and filmic
experiences. Adhering to the language of film, game studios often recruit traditional cine-
matographers and filmmakers to “simplify and accelerate the camera animation and layout
process.” [6] These individuals bring their understanding of the language of film and their
knowledge of the production pipeline to the realm of video game cinematic.
Figure 2.8: Virtual Camera System in Epic Games’ Gears of War 3
and Performance Capture in 343 Studios’ Halo 4
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Film previsualization in a game engine is inevitability, according to Habib Zargarpour
of Microsoft Game Studios, once the transitional pipeline from the film to game has been
established. At FMX 2012, Zargarpour reiterated that having come from film, he feels that
there are tools still to be developed that could produce faster iterative design results on the
game side while also providing previsualization opportunities on the film side. [6]
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3. Related Work
Several academics have expanded upon the concept of developing cinematic tools for
previz pipeline for both film and games. Through the following work, I discuss the contri-
butions and limitations of each system and elaborate on how future systems can be built to
resolve any shortcomings.
Cambot is an application designed to model that understands the real process of film-
making. With a script and 3D character, Cambot is able to develop all the possible shots
available. The software understands cinematic principles such as staging, blocking, line of
sight, one-third rule, etc. in order to properly compose and vary the shots. Through its in-
terface the director is able to modify and record shots within its engine for output to a final
video file. [18] In its current form Cambot is limited by the lack of user control in compos-
ing the camera freely, something that is crucial to cinematographers. Seeking to primarily
be used for resolving camera blocking issues through a rapid database of standardized
shots, Cambot does not have the capability to be a full previz tool without returning the
control of the camera to the cinematographer rather than relying solely on a computer.
The Virtual Cinematographer is a camera control and directing application that auto-
matically generate camera situations for capturing specific events based on the scene. The
application acts as an intelligent camera system that employs basic filmmaking heuristics
into the system to enable those unfamiliar with the techniques of cinema to be able to com-
pose shots without breaking cinematic conventions. This real-time application utilizes a
2D layout to build the virtual scene and then allows for the Virtual Cinematographer to
automatically generate cameras sequences that correlate appropriately with each shot. [12]
This 2D-3D hybrid camera setup is the basis of the intelligence within the SmartVCS. Like
Cambot, the intelligence in the system lies in the 2D layout and allows for shots to be
blocked, but removes the advanced natural control cinematographers require to adequately
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previsualize shots.
NUCCI is a package allowing freedom of camera control within a game engine. The
user can import models and animation cycles from Maya and operate a camera within a 3D
scene. Users have the ability to record and play camera motions as well as set up multi-
ple cameras within the scene. While the interface was simple, the package was limited in
being unable to modifying the animations when filming, thus not taking advantage of the
real-time potential of the game engine. [19] The ability to import and export camera and
scene items is a feature in NUCCI that allows designers to work within their own virtual
environment. However, real-time asset modification is a key feature lacking in NUCCI,
especially considering it is built within a game engine. The previsualization process en-
courages experimentation of camera shots, something that could benefit from modifying
scene assets in order to better frame the camera.
Figure 3.1: Cinemotus
Cinemotus is a proposed virtual cam-
era solution utilizing game controllers. The
system utilizes a magnetic motion detec-
tion controller to navigate a camera within
a virtual space. In addition, Cinemotus pro-
vides robust tools for dollying, tracking,
and modifying the camera properties within
an existing animation package. This product is currently in development and is set to launch
by the end of 2012. [3] Cinemotus provided the foundation of the hardware design of the
new virtual camera system. The dual analog control with a large center screen, similar in
form to the Nintendo WiiU controller, allows for the viewfinder of the camera to be always
visible while having the tactile, analog feedback that allows for precise tweaking of camera
properties. The design of my new virtual camera system borrows key elements from this
setup, namely its hybrid interface format. This format benefits from its ability to have the
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freedom of freespace motion while using the analog sticks and buttons to make finer ad-
justments. The SmartVCS builds on Cinemotus design by replacing the center screen with
a touch screen tablet interface, enabling another level of input with the system for tasks that
are best handled on a touch screen.
Figure 3.2: Zeus Camera Tracker & Markers
Zoic Studios proprietary ZEUS environ-
ment unification system allows for the real-
time compositing of live actors on a green
screen onto a virtual 3D set. This system uti-
lizes a special tracking camera placed on top
of the set camera that is pointing at an array
of tracking markers on the set-roof. As the
camera moves about the green screen set, the
cameras position is tracked in 3D space and
a powerful computer is able to key and process the green screen data in real-time, allowing
directors and actors to get a sense of their environment on the studio floor instead of in
post. In addition, the system allows for a Unity game engine-based iPad app to modify
3D camera and lighting details in real-time, giving the director complete control of what is
happening on set. While the technology is currently being tested on episodic TV produc-
tions, Loni Prestere, co-founder of Zeus Studios, predicts that with this next generation of
previsualization, “movies that would once cost $120 million could now be remade for $30
million.” [24] By utilizing an open game engine like Unity, the Zoic system potentially
allows external plug-ins to be developed for the iPad to build functionality to the system.
While this freespace system was ideal for large green screen studios, the feasibility of im-
plementing this tracking system in a smaller volume would be unnecessary. At smaller
volumes, basic camera tracking systems such as the Microsoft Kinect and Playstation Eye
provide the same degree of tracking fidelity achieved with this studio-sized system.
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Zviz is a previsualization solution built internally at Industrial Light & Magic that is
aimed on becoming a consumer level product that allows filmmakers to block shots outside
of the studio environment. The system consists of three modes consisting of building a
set, animation & shooting, and editing. The director be using a system that utilizes a game
controller-like input to build a set using premade assets as well as the ability to draw in
2D cards for custom props. The system is built within a 3D game engine environment and
supports in-engine camera rigs, multiple lenses, and film backs as well as basic real-time
lighting. This intelligent system is still in the early stage of development but is designed
with the hopes of enabling unfamiliar amateur filmmakers the same tools and assets used
in studio previz using consumer accessible hardware and easy-to-use software. [20] While
little is known about the look of this user interface, the sort of ease-of-use and widespread
accessibility that is aspired for with Zviz is something that is a core pillar I hope the design
of my system will achieve.
Figure 3.3: Camera Blocking in Shot Designer
Lastly, Shot Designer is a new cross-
platform camera blocking and shot-planning
application for desktop and mobile that al-
lows for directors to lay out basic assets,
camera moves, shot lists, and annotations us-
ing prebuilt and custom assets. The applica-
tion uses a camera diagram-like interface to
build and layout the core character/scene assets and cameras. From there, the director can
sequence the shots via a shot list and animate the action in real-time. In addition, the direc-
tor can pin storyboards and reference images to each camera as well as annotate each shot
with notes for reference. This app is being used by directors and cinematographers across
the industry and shows promise as an off-set planning and on-set referencing tool. [5] The
intelligent use of touch where needed to draw and lay out camera positions is furthered by
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the hybrid nature of the SmartVCS, where physical controls could add tactile feedback to
produce the perfect shot composition. While Shot Designer is built on the Flash platform,
the SmartVCS is built within the Unity game engine, which allows the easy modification
of camera and scene properties through an overhead while allowing the ability to drop the
camera into the 3D world to view the desired shot in-camera and in real-time.
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4. Methodology
The following outlines the exploration in developing a virtual camera solution under
the limitations of consumer level hardware. While under the constraints of today’s tech-
nologies, there exists no single purpose solution for developing an intelligent, freespace,
and collaborative virtual camera system. Thus, an evaluation of both the requirements of
virtual camera technology and the vast array of consumer level products and platforms was
essential. As a result, it was necessary to marry several pieces of hardware together under
a common platform in order to develop this system.
The SmartVCS stands as proof of concept of the larger idea, that consumer level tech-
nologies can provide an equivalent, if not greater function to augmenting the virtual cam-
era capture experience. In this chapter, we will discuss the system architecture of the
SmartVCS, explore the user experience of the system, and delve into its practical applica-
tions. We close with a comparison of the SmartVCS to existing solutions and overview its
limitations and future development.
4.1 System Requirements
Motion capture is the process of recording positional and rotational motion of tracked
point within a designated capture volume. The process enables rapid, real time animation
results that encourage an iterative workflow. An aspect of the motion capture process is
camera capture, the ability for camera movements to be recorded within the capture volume
to augment the motion of a virtual camera in the digital space. Like real cameras, a virtual
camera system is often driven by a camera operator who has the ability to pan, tilt, and
dolly around the stage while the actor is performing or after the fact.
Modern virtual camera systems, like the Optitrack VCS, provide real-time feedback
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through four key tracking points which generate the position and orientation of the system
by the motion capture camera system. The physical system provides the camera operator
with a visual of the virtual camera position a` la an LCD display on the system which is
tethered via a display cable to a computer streaming the motion capture software. In addi-
tion, the system has precision virtual camera controls mapped to analog joysticks, buttons,
and scroll-wheel input. With the system’s flexible design, operators can modify the form
factor of the device through shoulder, tripod, dolly, and hand-held mounts.
Figure 4.1: Tradition Virtual Camera Capture in a Motion Capture Studio
with the Optitrack Insight VCS
While the above outlines the motion tracking and interface fundamentals required for
a virtual camera system, the SmartVCS strives to be a cinematography solution. In order
to support the intelligence required for a ”smart” system, a computing device with logic
is necessary. The device required needs to be easy to develop on and support a dynamic
user interface to adapt to different cinematography scenarios such as scene development,
shooting, and lighting. In addition, the device requires strong graphical processing power
to display complex models, animations, lighting, etc. within a virtual scene.
To leverage collaborative cinematic development, a networking infrastructure is neces-
sary to allow for multiple systems to be used in tandem with desktop hardware. This would
facilitate several users to interact within a singular virtual world via a wired or wireless
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signal. Further extensions of the system such as augmented reality, requires a backfacing
camera in order to capture the environment in which virtual objects are to be projected on
to. Lastly, the system needed to be flexible and mobile, reflective of the consumerist limi-
tations placed on the device. This means a system that can easily be put together and taken
apart utilizing hardware devices accessible to a mass audience.
4.2 System Architecture
Utilizing a combination of game and production technologies, it is possible to develop
a robust real-time virtual camera system. In development of this system, both the hardware
and software must work in harmony in order to build a natural hybrid interface.
4.2.1 Game Engine
Figure 4.2: Apple iPad running Unity
This virtual cinematography solution uti-
lizes a touch tablet computing system run-
ning a 3D game engine as the display along
with a motion gaming controller for spatial
tracking. The choice of game engine was
made based on the real-time benefits granted
by the engine such as iterative design, live
feedback, and visual fidelity. Through real-
time rendering, complex models, environments, effects, lighting/shadows, etc. can be dis-
played on the screen and modified without the need to pre-render each frame.
Unity 1 was chosen as the core development platform for the SmartVCS due to its cross-
platform flexibility and ease of adoption. Being such a wide and open platform, Unity has
gained the support of thousands of game designers, from independent to studio production
1http://www.unity3d.com
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teams. Unity is also a prime platform for mobile development due to its rich support for
a native mobile 3D graphics engine and support libraries for developers. That, along with
its vibrant community, broad consumer-base, and rich developer resources, made Unity the
platform of choice for the SmartVCS.
Earlier tests included desktop data to be streamed directly onto the tablet device in real-
time. This proved successful as a desktop extension and allowed the core processing to
be handled by a computer interface. The primary drawback was the lack of true native
multi-touch interaction as well as core tablet functionality such as the camera for AR or
local storage for data export. By utilizing Unity’s native mobile framework, while the
limitations of a mobile operating system were persistent, display latency was less apparent
since the tablet was not streaming high-framerate visual data across a wireless network.
This allowed for snappier results that are often evident in native tablet applications.
4.2.2 Input
Figure 4.3: Playstation Eye Camera,
Move Motion Controller, and
Navigation Analog Controller
Taking a look at the consumer product market-
place, the Sony Playstation Move family of prod-
ucts (the Eye camera, Move controller, and Naviga-
tion sub-controller), offered true one-to-one track-
ing for the Playstation 3 game system. Other mo-
tion devices such as the Nintendo Wii Remote, Mi-
crosoft Kinect, and Razer Hydra offered strong mo-
tion control solutions, but lacked the real-time wire-
less tracking fidelity that could only be achieved
with Playstation’s solution. With the Playstation
Eye camera’s 75-degree field of view, the Move con-
troller can achieve a max range of 12.5 ft. width by
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10 ft. depth. Much like the Zeus camera system, the
Move system relays to the game system the position of the controller in real world coor-
dinates based on its relation to a camera, in this case the Playstation Eye. This level of
tracking fidelity allows for the ability to have true low-latency spatial interaction within a
3D environment.
The Playstation Navigation controller is a wireless input controller used in tandem with
Move motion controller that enables more sophisticated control with its analog stick, but-
tons, and pressured triggers. Initial interface explorations of the SmartVCS (Figure 4.4)
included a full touch-based system for movement, focal-length modification, scene adjust-
ments, and recording/playback.
Figure 4.4: Touch-Based Virtual Camera Test
Even with the accuracy afforded with touch interfaces, a greater level of precision is
required to control a virtual camera. In addition, being a cinematography solution, a design
decision was made to remove the user’s fingers from the tablet display of the virtual camera
viewfinder. Analog stick input is a natural user interface that is widely supported in tra-
ditional cinematography for controlling motion-controlled camera systems. By supporting
the analog input afforded by the Navigation controller, the user is now able to compose
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shots with accuracy and with no visual obstruction of what they are filming.
4.2.3 Tablet
The controller is bound to a multi-touch tablet via a case and is be calibrated to stream
the position of the tablet in 3D space in real-time. Tablets, namely the Apple iPad, were
chosen as the core input device based on research of natural human-interface interaction
and an understanding of their ubiquity in the consumer spectrum. Beyond simple touch
input, tablets allow for fluid user interface design, one that does not relay on a static set of
buttons but rather on context sensitive input design. Inspired by the intuitive design of the
Shot Designer iPad app, gestural input control provides users a playground of possibility
not limited by analog input. Tablets offer consumers, at an affordable price point, the
ability to interact with images through touch while utilizing the evolving 3D graphical and
processing ability of the system.
4.2.4 Networking
Sony released an an app for the Playstation 3 in conjunction with an SDK called
”Move.Me”, which enables the data of the Move controller tracked by the Eye camera to be
streamed across a server via direct IP connection. Utilizing the Carnegie Melon University
Unity-Move package, developed by graduate student Xun Zhang, the data streamed by the
Playstation 3 can be read into the Unity game engine on a desktop PC. With modifications
to make the package mobile-friendly, the Playstation is able to stream position, rotation,
acceleration, and button-input data of each Move and Navigation controller directly to a
mobile build of the Unity game.
With the SmartVCS iOS app opened, the user is requested to connect the iPad to the
Move.Me server in order to begin the real-time stream of data to the app. With the Move.Me
app open on the Playstation 3 and the controllers are calibrated to the game system through
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the Playstation Eye, the user can connect directly to the server via direct IP address. Now
moving the tracked iPad within the capture volume determined by the Eye camera will
move the virtual camera within the iOS app.
4.2.5 System
The combination of these individual pieces of technology with the software is the back-
bone of the SmartVCS. Through a mobile build of the application, the user is able to drive
the software using both the touch and analog inputs through the device. The controllers
are registered to the Move.Me server with a simple calibration step and are now accessible
remotely via IP connection. The SmartVCS app on the iPad connects to the server and re-
ceives the necessary spatial coordinates of the Move controller as well as button/trigger in-
put of the Navigation controller. The Move data is driving the position and orientation of the
in-game camera in real-time. The Navigation controller is mapped to specific functions in-
cluding swapping camera lenses, global camera position modification, and record/playback
control.
Figure 4.5: The SmartVCS: Smart Virtual Cinematography System
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Pre-made assets are loaded into the tablets mobile game engine through a standalone
app and the user is be able to build a rapid prototype of a desired scene utilizing the touch-
screen. The Unity game engine is used as the framework for this standalone app develop-
ment system. The robust mobile engine has a low barrier of entry for consumers, allowing
for accessible development and extend-ability within the target market.
Intelligence is core to the user experience of this virtual camera system. The very nature
of an update-friendly software-based camera system affirms the intelligence potential of the
SmartVCS. Being able to add further content and functionality to the application, tweak
settings based on user preferences, and customize the experience for the system are all
experiences that can only happen with such a device. The system allows for basic camera
intelligence functions that abide by the language of cinema. Building off of the research
on the intelligence framework set by NUCCI and the Virtual Cinematographer, the system
informs users of basic film principles such as the 180-degree rule and one-third rule while
allowing them so select from a set of commonly used shot compositions such as extreme
close-up and long shot. The user is be able to select cameras based on a set of real world
lenses and aspect-ratios in addition to having the option to modify the individual access
sensitivity of the camera.
As the user begins to prepare to shoot, they will be able to drop the camera into a 3D
environment and move freely with physical tablet to record several takes of the camera
move. The user will be able to review and save only the takes that have been approved.
The intelligence of the system will prevent the user from making film decisions and camera
moves that are not ground within what is possible in the real world.
With this system, as the user moves around the space, the virtual camera in Unity moves
in conjunction, with the iPad acting as a virtual viewfinder into the 3D world. This immer-
sive experience allows the user to compose and frame shots in real-time shot to block out
their camera angles. The system utilizes custom recording scripts modified from the Object
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Motion Studio package to capture the camera data for review & playback. Users have the
ability to approve a take and save it directly onto the device as a recorded sequence that can
be shared or as RAW keyframe data that can be ported to an external program. Currently,
the SmartVCS supports recorded sequences to be saved and imported into Autodesk Maya
for further motion editing.
4.3 User Experience
The SmartVCS, in its current prototype form, is a feature rich system for consumer
level virtual moviemaking. The feature set chosen for the device are by no means all the
capabilities and potential of the system, but rather carefully crafted and polished aspects of
functionality that best showcase this virtual camera solution. Furthermore, all user interface
input controls are designed for the purposes of this prototype and can be customized using
an on-screen inputs settings menu based on the user’s preference. This section emphasizes
the five pillars of the SmartVCS - virtual camera control, scene & lighting modification,
record & playback review, intelligence, and collaboration as well as provides the grander
vision of the system beyond its prototype state.
Figure 4.6: The SmartVCS User Experience Flowchart
4.3.1 Virtual Camera Functionality
The following section overviews the core camera functionality of the SmartVCS. Be-
ing a cinematography tool, camera development was a core area of focus for this system.
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The camera controls built for the SmartVCS include freespace and tactile input, sensitivity
controls, focal length adjustment, and aspect ratio considerations.
Freespace, Analog, and Touch Motion
With the SmartVCS, the user is free to maneuver the virtual camera naturally within
the tracking volume. The Eye camera’s wide-angle field of view permits a spacious cap-
ture volume limited only by the camera’s ability to ”see” the Move tracking sensor. With
freespace motion, the user is able to pan, tilt, and roll the camera naturally while moving
about the space. When users move outside of the camera’s visible range, the system auto-
matically switches to gyroscope and accelerometer control for the virtual camera until the
tracking sensor is again in the camera’s view. Motions made to the system are tracked in
the real world and viewed on the tablet display in real-time with no noticeable lag.
In order to extend the capture range of the system, like commercial virtual camera
systems, users may use the analog joysticks in tandem with freespace control to move
about the 3D environment. The system supports camera tracking, dollying, panning, and
booming (Figure 4.7). In addition, in order to aid with camera moves such as whip-pans,
which require the system to be spun a full 180-degrees, the SmartVCS supports analog
orientation control.
Figure 4.7: Analog Joystick Controls for the Virtual Camera: Track, Dolly, Boom, Pan
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With these controls, the user is able to navigate across large 3D spaces without physi-
cally moving to that location. This is helpful for establishing the starting point for a par-
ticular shot. The analog control is designed to enhance the freespace control with precise
input that works similarly to motion-controlled camera rigs utilized on a live-action set.
With both modes of input enabled, the user is able to achieve both handheld (freespace)
and steady (analog) shots.
In the event the user does not have access to a Playstation 3 or the Move family of
products, on-screen touch regions are available for the tablet in order to facilitate input.
With a combination of touchpads and sliders, the user is able to move about the 3D world
with the same standard controls as in first person action games for tablets. The user also
has the ability to jump so specific sections of the virtual set by simply tapping on the
desired location on an overhead map layout. While functional as a touch-only solution,
the SmartVCS is, at its core, designed to be a hybrid device that marries freespace motion,
analog input, and touch to maximize its capability.
Tracking Sensitivity
Figure 4.8: Tracking Volume of the SmartVCS
In designing a mobile system, it is important to establish the relationship between the
physical system and the virtual camera. The tracking volume is considered to be the area
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within the virtual environment with which the system is able to move within the physical
space. With the system’s tracking volume peaking at a 12.5 ft. by 10 ft. playspace (with
respect to the Playstation Eye’s visible capture range) (Figure 4.8), the SmartVCS supports
controls to modify the planar and vertical tracking sensitivity independently. With the
Navigation controller’s directional pad, users can increase or decrease the sensitivity to
each axis depending on the desired camera motion. This allows for one step in the real
world to become one virtual step under standard conditions, one inch under low sensitivity,
and one football field’s length under high sensitivity (Figure 4.9).
Figure 4.9: Tracking Sensitivity Real-to-Virtual World Comparison
For example, if you wish to accomplish a tracking shot of a virtual character walking
down a hallway, you would be able to decrease the vertical sensitivity of the camera in
order to smoothly follow the character’s horizontal motion. Techniques like that are useful
in establishing the range of motion of the device for a particular a shot, a practice com-
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monly used in traditional motion capture in order to pre-plan the motion of the shot. With
sensitivity control, the user is now able to achieve a greater range of motion within the
limitations of the capture volume, and most importantly, is given the freedom to modify
these parameters live between & during takes.
Focal Length Modification
On a live-action shoot, camera operators prefer to have a specific set of lenses to swap in
and out depending on the shot required, from macro to telephoto. The SmartVCS has made
the process of swapping virtual lenses simple with its built-in supply of standard prime lens
types ranging from 20 mm - 300 mm. Utilizing the Navigation controller’s face buttons,
the user can toggle between these standard lenses with ease and see the real-time feedback
through the virtual camera’s viewfinder on the tablet display (Figure 4.10). In addition,
the user has the ability to dial in the focal length using the controller’s soft-triggers or
enter a specific lens value using an on-screen keypad. While the system currently supports
prime lens types, it can be expanded to feature a full array of industry standard and camera-
specific lenses.
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Figure 4.10: Modifying Virtual Camera Lenses
Film Aspect Ratio
Figure 4.11: Aspect Ratio Modification for the
Virtual Camera
Being able to view through the cam-
era lens with guidelines highlighting the
film’s aspect ratio is a powerful composi-
tional and framing tool for cinematogra-
phers. With the SmartVCS, the system is
able to simulate a variety of standard film
aspect ratios including 4:3, 16:9, 1.85:1,
and 2.35:1 (Figure 4.11). Beyond simply
having access to common aspect ratios, the
system allows for an on-screen keypad for custom entry of the desired aspect ratio required
for the particular virtual shoot.
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4.3.2 Scene & Lighting
Scene Modification
Inspired by Shot Designer’s scene modification toolset, the SmartVCS support real-time
modification of scene elements that exist in view of the virtual camera. To move objects
within the scene, utilize the touchscreen to point and drag objects from their original to
new position in camera-space. This is helpful for directors who want a 3D sandbox to
manipulate objects around in order to lay out a scene. In addition, the touch-drag function
could be used as a compositional tool to better frame foreground and background objects
within a desired shot. This feature could be expanded to include a more robust scene layout
builder where new objects could be inserted or removed from the scene.
Traditional systems require an external operator to move objects on a remote desktop
station, disparate from the virtual camera operator on the motion capture stage. Scene mod-
ification directly on the SmartVCS system provides directors greater hands-on control of
the 3D environment while they are planning their shot. That being said, the SmartVCS pro-
totype does support remote scene modification within a networked sandbox environment
(See 4.3.5 Collaboration: Networked Collaboration).
Lighting
Figure 4.12: Freespace Spotlight Placement
in Virtual Scene
Lighting, being an integral component of
the cinematic process, is a key aspect of the
SmartVCS that is not found in traditional sys-
tems. Users have the ability to choose from a
variety of standard virtual lights including point
lights and spot lights. Users can select their
light type and utilize on screen sliders to con-
trol cone-angle and penumbra-angle values. With the freespace control, they can actually
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place the lights in the scene through the physical motion with the system. The desired light
is parented to the camera allowing you to move the lights with the same control and flex-
ibility as a Director of Photography would on a live-action set. This precision control of
lighting combined with the real-time feedback of in-game shadows provided by the Unity
game engine, make the SmartVCS a unique platform for lighting a scene. Further intelli-
gence can be built directly into the system to support standard light kits, colored gels, and
more complex lighting setups.
4.3.3 Capture, Playback, & Edit
Being able to record, review, and approve multiple camera takes is a crucial component
of the virtual camera pipeline. Existing virtual camera systems require an external operator
to, in MotionBuilder, set the animation clip as well as begin/end the recording. With the
SmartVCS, all the recording functionality is built directly into the software.
Recording
With the pre-animated scene loaded on the tablet, using the system’s shoulder buttons,
the user can scrub through the entire animated sequence in real-time. Once the user has
determined the appropriate start point of the animation, the scene is locked and the user is
now free to frame the camera for that particular shot. With the camera framed, by pressing
the designated record button on the Navigation controller, the user is able to use a combi-
nation of freespace motion within the capture volume as well as analog joystick input to
record a take of the shot.
Playback Review
After the user has completed the recording, they enter the Playback Review interface
(Figure 4.14). In this view, the user has the ability to review the take they had just recorded.
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Using the same shoulder buttons and touchscreen playback controls, they are able to scrub
through the recorded camera & scene animation. If the take is approved, the user can use
the touch screen slider controls via the Playbar to designate the start and end keyframes
of the camera animation. The user has two options to save the recording, as a locally
stored rendered video file on the tablet itself and as a text file of keyframe data that can be
imported into production software such as Autodesk Maya. If the take is not approved or
the user has completed saving their camera data, they may return back to the ’Live’ mode
and begin framing their shot for another take.
Figure 4.13: Playback Review Interface
Exporting Camera Data
While visualizing camera moves on the SmartVCS allows users a quick way to iterate
through camera moves, advanced users will want to take a captured camera motion path
and work with it in post. Within the app, the user has the ability to save multiple approved
takes onto the tablet device for motion editing in an external application. Connecting the
iPad and launching iTunes enables users access to each camera take via iTunes App File
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Sharing. Each take is saved as an individual text file and, by default, is named ”ShotNum-
ber TakeNumber Date-Timestamp”. The text files contain the positional and rotational
values of the virtual camera at each frame of the recorded animation. Additional data can
be loaded into the text file including, focal length and film aspect ratio.
Industry standard animation applications such as Maya, 3ds Max, Lightwave, and Mo-
tionBuilder support custom written scripts to read external files. The following is an exam-
ple of a text parser in Maya which will read the inputted camera data file received from the
iPad, create a new camera with the correct shot code, and assign a keyframe to the camera
for each frame of SmartVCS recorded animation (4.15). After loading in the existing scene
file, the user is able to see the same camera move achieved on the SmartVCS translated
within the desktop 3D application. From there, users can apply the same advanced mo-
tion editing techniques such as keyframe interpolation and frame reduction techniques that
would be used with data received from the traditional virtual camera system.
Figure 4.14: SmartVCS captured camera data imported into Autodesk Maya for motion editing
The SmartVCS prototype only supports full recording of the virtual camera’s position
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and rotation information. All animated objects within the scene, in-scene modifications,
and additional camera properties are not recorded. For performance reasons, it was de-
cided that streaming camera position data from the Move and capturing the virtual camera
was a priority. As more complex scene assets such as characters and dynamics need to
be recorded, the user may experience a performance decrease of the game engine on the
tablet, In addition, as needed, the aforementioned properties can be scripted to be added
to the recorded text file for external software parsing. In order to support a better two-
directional import & export pipeline of camera data between the SmartVCS and desktop
software, a parser is required to convert software created animated camera motion to a
comma-separated text file that can be loaded back into the SmartVCS app.
This is significant because it now extends the captured data from simply existing on the
tablet to existing in the user’s preferred animation software. With this edited data refined
on the desktop, the SmartVCS can load the new keyframe data into the app for review or
further alteration.
4.3.4 Intelligence (Expert System)
As a device that is targeted not only to independent developers but novice cinematog-
raphers, the SmartVCS supports true virtual camera intelligence with its knowledge of
standard cinematic principles. Game engines, uniquely, provide custom scripting opportu-
nities and built-in intelligence that allow the SmartVCS to become a more intelligent and
flexible system. Unlike traditional virtual camera systems, the software intelligence can
evolve and adapt based on the user’s interaction. Through a series of overlays, presets, and
head-up displays, amateur users are able to shoot more interesting camera moves with the
SmartVCS.
With its proposed overlay system toggle, the user can receive a ”Smart Grid” over sim-
ilar to the one-third rule grid displayed on most consumer cameras. Beyond a simple GUI
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overlay, the Smart Grid is able to identify if you have placed characters or environmental
landmarks in a visually interesting composition (Figure 4.16). Since key elements within
a scene can be tagged with a certain flag such as ”Main Character” and ”Landmark”, the
Smart Grid attempt to align these flagged elements within the camera’s view to an area of
the Smart Grid that abides by the laws set by the one-third rule.
The SmartVCS also has an under development lock-on feature, which allows the virtual
camera system to intelligently follow a tagged object within the scene. Beyond simply
parenting the camera to the object, this intelligent system provides a pre-set list of camera
shot types to choose from to best compose the desired shot. These shot types include, but
certainly not limited to, wide-shot, medium shot, low/high angle, and close-up. Instead of
manually moving the camera about the tagged object, these shot presets provide a starting
point to jump start the creative shot compositions for the camera operator. In addition
to shot types, the user has the ability to swap between a set of standard camera setups
including tripod camera, steadicam, dolly track camera, and crane camera. Each of these
constrict the virtual camera in a certain way, like turning off positional motion in tripod
mode, to allow the user to focus on composing & shooting the scene.
Figure 4.15: Examples of ”Smart Grid” & Camera Path Smoothing
Other examples of educational intelligence within the system that are currently under
development include dolly track layout and heads-up display warnings. When entering the
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dolly track camera mode, the user will be brought to a bird eye view of the scene. In this
view, the user is able to use the touch screen to draw a dolly track onto the scene floor.
Based on the chosen camera type, the system allows the user to build a dolly track that is
based in real-world standards of dolly rails. This prevents the user from building unrealistic
paths that would cause the camera to travel on a jarring path. Leveraging the affordances
of a game engine such as collision detection, with the heads-up display system, a warning
GUI element will appear on the screen when the system notices an issue with the camera
such as if it is intersecting with any geometry or moving in an unnatural motion. While
traditional virtual cameras utilize fuzzy logic to handle shake, the SmartVCS is able to
compensate shaky camera motion with a slider that allows the user to stabilize the motion
path.
Future implementations of the systems intelligence will enable the virtual camera to
begin making cinematic decisions on behalf of the user. Beyond a simple tutorial system
that will evaluate the user’s setup, play space, and cinematic expertise, the software could
adjust to work with the user. In addition, as previously mentioned, a smart camera will
provide recommendations on pre-sets such as accepted camera motions, shot types, etc.
giving the user a starting point in which to compose a shot. The goal is for the intelligence
designed to aid in the creative process of the user. This grander vision, inspired by the
research of the Virtual Cinematographer, will automatically generate intelligent camera
compositions and motion paths as well as adjust to the user’s spatial limitations as they
shoot.
The key differentiator of this system is the ability to layer on different levels of intel-
ligence. Traditional systems lack this level of intelligence and resort to simply replicating
just one-to-one motions captured in the motion capture volume in the 3D environment.
SmartVCS’s intelligence, as a proof of concept, takes this a step further by providing a
toolset for novice cinematographers to take advantage and learn cinematic principles from.
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With the use of a game engine in the SmartVCS, intelligence can be scripted to provide
guidance and feedback to the user, offering them suggestions for improving their tradition-
ally recorded camera motions.
4.3.5 Collaboration
While the system on its own is functional as an intelligent virtual camera system, being
a consumer device aimed at a indie market, developing unique features to encourage collab-
oration among small production teams was key. The decision to include collaboration as a
pillar of the system was due to observations made with the way cinematographers operate.
In production environments, cinematographers often work with directors, layout artists,
and supervisors when developing shots. In order to support this level of multi-user inter-
action, the SmartVCS supports three types of collaborative environments - a multi-camera,
directorial, and networked collaboration.
Multi-Camera Collaboration
In its current form, two SmartVCS systems are supported for simultaneous multi-
camera control. This opens up possibilities of having two camera operators working to-
gether to shoot a single sequence. In addition, this encourages greater experimentation and
collaborative exploration within the virtual world coming from two operators who can work
together to complete a shot. In a dynamic action sequence, for example, cinematographers
will have the luxury of testing out multiple angles of a scene within a single take through
this system. Together, the two operators can more effectively review many shots and save
the best takes for post-motion editing.
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Directorial Collaboration
With the Playstation’s support for multiple Move controllers, this opens up possibilities
for other controllers to act as characters, props, lights, or elements within a scene. Much
like how James Cameron used the Simul-Cam to remotely capture the motion capture per-
formance occurring on an independent stage, SmartVCS operators can use the camera in-
dependent to the function given to other Move controllers.
For example, two actors can play the role of fighter jets flying through the air, each
controlling a Move controller and using the controller’s trigger and face buttons to fire an
array of weapons. The jet models would be parented to each controller independently.
While the two actors are choreographing and performing a dogfight scene, the SmartVCS
operator can record the scene and direct the performance of the two prop actors. This
collaborative experience is unique to this particular system and was previously reserved to
larger studios with capture volumes that can fit both actors and VCS operators.
Networked Collaboration
The SmartVCS is already a networked device, connecting and streaming data directly
with the Move.Me server. In addition to receiving data, the system has the ability to stream
content directly from a desktop PC running the Unity Game Engine. Since the SmartVCS
was built on top of the Unity engine, it is able to leverage the myriad of networking func-
tionality supported by the platform and optimized for mobile development. What this en-
ables is the ability for content within a scene to be streamed in real-time with what is
displayed on the iPad. This allows for a more familiar production environment to what
already exists within motion capture spaces where camera operators are separate from the
technicians. Camera operators can call out instructions to the technician to, for example,
add additional assets into the level or modify the lighting, all using the familiar mouse and
keyboard controls within the game engine interface.
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How SmartVCS differs from traditional AR systems is two-fold: on the graphical per-
formance front and from remote collaboration. Since the system streaming data to the iPad
is a completely independent system, that PC has the ability to utilize all of the graphics
horsepower of a desktop to render more advanced scene assets & lighting all within the
game engine. This tiered approach allows the SmartVCS to run at a high framerate and low
latency with lower resolution scene assets, while the PC can adjust the quality settings of
assets based on the system’s specifications.
One key feature that would benefit from this is real-time depth of field. Early experi-
ments of tap-to-focus depth of field modification on mobile proved to lack in realtime per-
formance with camera motion. Since rendering depth of field is a very processor intensive
feature, networked collaboration could be utilized to stream depth information to a more
powerful desktop machine for the real-time processing. This would allow the SmartVCS
to act as a ”focus puller” or first assistant camera operator and lock the focus to an object
within the scene, even without the live display preview. The data could then be recorded as
a locator and used to drive the depth of field when streamed or exported to a desktop.
Figure 4.16: Modifying scene elements across a wireless network
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Another benefit of streaming with an independent PC system is the potential for remote
collaboration with a technician. Since all the data is being streamed, access to the infor-
mation required connection to a direct IP address, provided by the camera operator. With
this information, a remote computer running the Unity client of the scene is be able to have
access and work with the camera operator to help film the shot. In this scenario, a camera
operator could be working on a remote studio and a director, who may be in another coun-
try filming, will be able to remote connect to the system and view the camera movies and
make scene modifications on the fly (Figure 4.17).
While only the aforementioned networking techniques have been explored through the
development of this system, SmartVCS was designed to be an open camera capture plat-
form for developers to build an infrastructure that works for their particular studio environ-
ment.
4.4 Application
Through this section, we will explore the potential cinematography applications of the
SmartVCS from basic cinematic composition to advanced applications such as augmented
reality and match moving.
4.4.1 Virtual Composition & Shooting
The core function of the SmartVCS is to allow cinematographers, regardless of exper-
tise, a tool to develop their desired shot just as they envisioned it. The following discusses
the process in which users of the system will be able to compose and record their scenes
solely on the device.
Users begin with loading the desired scene within the SmartVCS iOS app and connect-
ing to the Move.Me server. With the system calibrated, the user is now able to make global
modifications to the scene, adding and manipulating the objects, characters, etc. based on
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the needs of the shot. Once the scene is developed, the user can utilize the freespace and
analog input of the system to compose the desired shot. Utilizing the built-in intelligence
features such ”Smart Grid” or the recommendation system, dialog options will appear on
the display to suggest shot types, lens configurations, and framing of the shot.
With the core shot framed, the user will now perform a ”Range of Motion” to practice
the camera motion. In this exercise, the user will, within the tracking volume, perform the
physical maneuver required for the shot. In this, the user will be able to make modifications
to the tracking sensitivity of the system in order to achieve the desired motion. On-screen
messages will appear if the system detects motions that seem ”unrealistic” and make sug-
gestions to best approach the camera motion. Once the move has been finalized and the
animation has been cued, the user is now ready to record a take of the shot.
While recording the camera motion, the user still has access to all of the analog controls
such as panning and dollying to aid in the final camera motion. After the recorded motion
has been completed, the user enters the playback review mode. In this mode, the user has
the ability to review the take using the playback controls (play, pause, stop, fast-forward,
rewind) as well as the ability to scrub across a playbar. If the shot is approved, the user is
permitted to save the take within the app. If not, the user can return back to the scene to
reshoot the take. There is virtually no limit to the number of takes the user can take, thus
encouraging the user to experiment with many shot takes.
4.4.2 Augmented Reality
SmartVCS, being a iPad-centric device, is able to leverage all the AR innovation oc-
curring on the iOS app space. With the iPad’s high resolution camera combined with the
tracking capabilities of the Playstation Eye camera and the Unity game engine, new oppor-
tunities for markerless augmented reality exist with this new capture platform.
The current state of augmented reality requires a tracking marker to be placed in view of
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the camera and for software to track the position of the marker and replace it with a layer of
2D or 3D augmentation. While this method is effective, the need to place a physical marker
in the environment is a hindrance to the design experience. In addition, latency concerns
are common with mobile augmented reality application, often lagging due to having to
track the position and render the data onto the screen in real-time. Other solutions that use
GPS tracking in combination with a gyroscope to layer on information over a camera is
novel, but lacks the freespace positioning accuracy of other devices.
With the SmartVCS, all of the 3D tracking of the device occurs on the Playstation
3, freeing up mobile processor space for advanced rendering and interaction. In addition,
there is no longer a need for a tracking marker due to the system knowing the exact position
and orientation of the device in real-time and in real world space. Possible applications of
augmented reality on such an intelligent device include 3D Integration into Live Video and
3D Tracking Information in Post.
Another possible extension of augmented reality on the SmartVCS is the integration of
traditional AR marker recognition and manipulation to affect objects in a 3D scene. In this
scenario, the iPad camera would capture markers placed in the real world. These markers
would represent 3D assets within the virtual world. As these markers were moved, the
camera will be able to track the marker’s motion and translate the virtual asset respectfully
on the iPad display. With this, the user is able to lay out a virtual set with characters as
tangible markers in the real world, only to be able to easily move each around to support
iterating on a camera shot. - With data being streamed and recorded directly onto the iPad,
an opportunity exists to overlay aspects of the virtual world within the real-world. An
option on the SmartVCS interface can enable a video overlay of the 3D world over-top a
live stream of the camera output on the iPad (Figure 4.18). With this, the user is able to
tell exactly how far to move in order to complete the shot. This level of immersion marries
the real and virtual world in a unique way to aid virtual cinematographers to best maneuver
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about the world.
Figure 4.17: 3D Scene Assets and Camera Visualizer overlaid on top of a Live Camera View from
the Playstation Eye
4.4.3 Match Move
With the growth of iPad videography as a popular mode of capture, the SmartVCS
supports the ability to act as a virtual camera for a Match Move solve. Since camera data
is captured in real-time in conjunction with the video stream, cinematographers can use
the SmartVCS as a 3D Tracking Tool, similar to the Zeus platform developed by Zoic
Studios. With this camera information, the SmartVCS removes the need for any camera
tracking/matchmoving software and operates similar to the several-thousand dollar motion
controlled cinema camera rigs.
Considering the camera data includes position, rotation, focal length, etc., bringing
this data into any compositing software will create a precise track of 3D content within a
video back plate recorded from the tablet. With the rise of mobile developed films, the
integration of tracking technology will enable a new, accessible level of 3D production
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previously reserved to Match Move Artists.
4.5 Comparison to Existing Solutions
The following is a comparison of the systems discussed in Section 2 to the SmartVCS.
I have chosen six key aspects that capture how my SmartVCS is different from the other
existing systems developed:
Intelligence: To have a system-built understanding of shot composition, cinematic prin-
ciples, and film language. Techniques such as line of sight and one-third rule and camera
terminology such as film-back, aspect ratio, and lens type are both aspects of intelligence
expected in such a system.
Editor: To have the ability to make real-time modifications to scene and camera proper-
ties. This could include the ability to import models and animation cycles form an external
program, draw out camera tracks before recording, and build basic scene scenarios using a
set of pre-built assets for rapid experimentation.
Game Engine: To use a game engine to facilitate in the real-time aspects of the film-
making process. Leveraging fast computational and graphical systems often attributed to
games to make cinematic decisions on lighting, object placement in scene, and camera lens
attributes.
Freespace: The ability to move in full six-degrees of directional & rotational freedom.
This enables the camera to operate in a capture volume allowing true one-to-one tracking
of the system within a computer.
Mobile: To use the latest mobile hardware solutions to develop new touch interfaces
for cinematic purposes. Some advantages of utilizing such hardware include portability,
network compatibility, dynamic user interface design, and mass market availability.
Collaboration: Taking advantage of the networking of multiple devices and hardware,
the system could extend to be utilized by multiple members of a team. This fosters creativ-
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ity and encourages the iterative pipeline supported by the virtual production ideology.
Platform: To develop tools that exist as an open framework that can be built upon by
developers. No longer does a virtual camera system’s software remain static. Every piece of
cinematographic functionality described can be modified and updated based on production
needs.
The SmartVCS leverages all six of the aforementioned properties in a new hybrid user
interface. The system is built on an iPad using the Unity game engine to enable freespace
motion via the Playstation Move tracking system. In addition, the interface of the system
includes an editor to build basic scenes from a pool of premade assets and plot out camera
moves that abide by film conventions. Based on the research, no system developed thus far
is able to capture all these six aspects in one harmonious device. By leveraging the latest
consumer technologies, it is possible to build such a rapid previsualization platform that
could target a market of both professional and amateur filmmakers.
Figure 4.18: An evaluation of the SmartVCS in comparison to existing virtual camera systems
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4.6 Known Limitations & Future Development
While several of the aforementioned features offer a grand vision for the current capa-
bilities of the SmartVCS, they currently exist in prototype form to establish the possibilities
of this platform. That being said, in its current form and with the constraints of the current
state of consumer hardware and software, there are certain limitations of the system that
need to be addressed.
4.6.1 Tracking Volume
One of the major constraints of using the Playstation Eye system is the maximum track-
ing volume achieved with the camera. As previously mentioned, an area of 10 ft by 12 ft is
adequate for limited physical camera motions. Along with this space issue, is the limitation
of having the hybrid system always be positioned in an orientation seen by the Eye camera.
While the SmartVCS has taken these issues into consideration with its inclusion of
tracking sensitivity, fallback gyroscopic controls when the tracking signal is lost, and cam-
era rotation functionality on the analog joystick, this is something that could be improved
with the use of more cameras covering the tracking volume.
Companies such as iPi Soft offer markerless motion capture solutions that allow up to
six Eye cameras to be used in conjunction to expand the volume. In the future, one can
expect more camera-less tracking solutions such as the Leap Motion Controller, local GPS
and wireless magnetic motion sensing to provide effective alternatives. While systems like
these could be integrated within the SmartVCS platform, the design of the system in its
current form was really to challenge what could be accomplished with the bare bones of
accessible consumer technology.
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4.6.2 Processing Power
With every generation of tablet hardware and game engine update comes a significant
boost in graphical processor power. At the time of writing, the iPad 3, which was used
in the production of the SmartVCS, was the first Retina display tablet on the market to
support the Unity game engine. Running a game engine at 2K resolution offers several
benefits in terms of clarity and precision control, but does take a significant performance
toll on the device. With every update in the Unity software, optimization is made to better
run game content onto the mobile hardware. In addition, mobile authoring techniques
for optimization are key considerations to be made when developing game engine ready
content for this platform.
4.6.3 Form Factor
With the advent of the Nintendo Wii U tablet controller, Microsoft SmartGlass, and the
motion-tracking Playstation 4 controller, it seems that the industry is headed in a direction
where touch screen devices and tracking technologies are the future of gaming interfaces.
The SmartVCS was a hybrid interface that combined touch and analog control, something
the new Wii U controller embraces. Similarly, the Playstation 4 controller combines analog
control with the same tracking technology found in the Playstation Move. While disparate
technologies in their current consumer form, one can anticipate that a singular multi-touch
tablet device with analog input and motion-tracking technology exist in the future.
4.6.4 Expansion to Other Fields
With cinematography as the SmartVCS’s core function in its current form, it is impor-
tant to understand that this new input device could be expanded to apply to other fields such
as:
• Video Games: Interactive Level Design Creation, Hybrid Freespace-Touch Game
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Controller
• Film: On-Set Planning Tool, Real-Time Compositing
• Engineering/Architecture: Visualization Tool for CAD Models, Machine Input Con-
troller for Robotics
• Medicine: Robotic Surgery Input Device, Medical Visualization
Each of these fields open up an area of possibility to leverage affordable freespace input
devices and iterative development provided with game engines. Motion capture is currently
utilized in all of the above listed fields for research and development. Any field that requires
the level of precision, visual feedback, and intelligence could find a use for this system. As
a visualization tool, the SmartVCS stands on its own as a functional prototype platform for
development using consumer hardware.
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5. Implications of Research
The possibility of a consumer based previsualization platform would have tremendous
impact within the industry. The film and game industries are already in high demand for
tools that will lower the budget of their production. The SmartVCS is a demonstration that
such tools can be developed to help expand the industry. By developing intuitive, acces-
sible, and intelligent systems, there exists an opportunity to build a device that will make
production more efficient. In addition, the promise of such a system would introduce a
new, iterative production pipeline which allows directors and cinematographers to experi-
ment with their shot compositions throughout the production process instead of simply at
the previsualization stage. Being an open platform device, developers can begin to build on
top of the existing virtual production experience, tailoring the software to their production
needs. Lastly, with intelligence at its core, this device has the potential to open up a new
market of amateur content makers ranging from students to small-production teams that
cannot afford the cost of studio previsualization tools.
The industry is starving for innovation in the production pipeline and my goals in this
thesis research are to develop a compelling system that will facilitate the existing pipeline
and help push virtual production to a brand new audience. “As the technology continues to
become more scalable and more accessible a broader range of creative professionals will
able to adopt virtual production techniques.” [2]
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